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1．Introduction
This study was completed with the support of the2017Special Research Fund
from Matsuyama University. Through this funding an inquiry was conducted into
how individual schools or school districts obtain and maintain their technology
Internet enhanced learning and study tools. This study was not concerned with
specific computer application software. The primary research was conducted over
a one-week period in Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, Washington, U. S. A. in
August of2017. Additionally, further research was conducted at the University of
Portland library for an additional10 days during the month of August2018. An
exploratory study was performed during2011. The first visit（2011）to schools in
Portland Oregon, U. S. A. covered a primary school and a university. The second
visit（2017）involved the visitation of interviews at two private senior high schools
and at the Vancouver, Washington, U. S. A. school district head office. A final
visit during the summer of2018 involved research at the University of Portland,
Oregon library.
In this age of technological enhancement for learning, acquiring even the most
basic of Internet enabled devices can become costly. Additionally, the responsibility
for broken, lost or stolen devices can become problematic as to who is ultimately
liable, the school or the student. If the learner comes from a low income and/or
single parent family, the cost for restitution may approach $1，000 U. S. dollars
depending on the device. This investigation therefore, as one of the key issues,
concentrated on how devices are obtained and maintained in a fair and equal
manner. the research discovered that many individual schools and districts have
had to come up with their own specific solutions to settle the dilemma. Monies
from bonds or specific levies are usually required in the instance of public schools.
Private schools on the other hand have had to come up with their own unique
arrangements. This small sampling is prevalent to the current situation in many
schools throughout the U. S. and may also be comparable to various schools
throughout the world. Each of these case studies was rationalized so that readers
can come away with a deeper understanding of the problem that exists today.
Hopefully, this research will assist those who are exploring workable methods that
may be appropriate for their own instructional and learning environments.
As mentioned previously, three case studies were explored to ascertain how
technological devices were obtained for their student populace. In this context
‘technological devices’ were assumed to be either portable devices such as I-pads or
tablet computers. Mobile devices such as Smart Phones were not included but
certainly with their expanded usage among the general population any further
research would have to include such computing tools. At the time of this research
many schools still have restrictions in place as to the possession and use of Smart
Phones on school grounds.
The precise case studies involving portable devices were two private senior high
schools and one large public-school district. All three instances were located within
the Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area of Oregon and Washington states in the
United Stated of America. Vancouver, Washington is located across the Columbia
river and is easily accessible by car from the Oregon side. All three cases were
located within an hour of each other. Numerous electronic correspondences were
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exchanged beforehand to ensure availability of the interviewees. The interviewer
had a limited amount of time and was travelling a great distance. Likewise, the
interviewees time was also constrained due to the commencement of the upcoming
school year, administrative duties and other necessary functions. The interviewer
travelled from Japan to Portland, Oregon for face to face interviews that were agreed
to be held during the week of August22nd－26th,2017. Fortunately, the interviewer
had allotted a window of five days since the three different interviewees had last
minute scheduling changes and the original days and times were altered to fit
everyone’s professional as well as personal needs during that week. In the end, all
three interviews were successfully held with each interview averaging2－3 hours.
The two interviewees at the private senior high schools happened to be the principals
of their respective schools which provided valuable information and insight to the
function of their perspective schools. In addition, upon conclusion of one of the
interviews the principal graciously guided the interviewer through the school, for
observation of computer stations and placement of the devices throughout the school
which allow for extended student use. An explanation of the Wi-Fi capabilities and
security measures for each classroom was also extensively clarified. As the devices,
are routinely utilized for a variety of subjects, detailed information was also
supplemented regarding science, mathematics, and other courses. The information
age presents many challenges for those in education and government（Selwyn,
Gorard, & Furlong,2006）. Acquiring the latest computing devices is now at the
forefront of every schools ‘things to do’ list. These three cases illustrate how
creative schools have had to become in the classroom of the21st century. Giving
students a basic education now includes specialized pieces of equipment for
everyday learning and further opportunity for study.
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2．Methodology
The predominate aim of this research was to explore how learning institutions
are acquiring the essential technological tools for today’s Internet connected active
learning environment. This research was also an updated and extension of an
earlier research project into how I-pads were being used in elementary schools
（Carley,2011）. The methodology used was designed to be simple and concise in
order to utilize the time available in the United States in the most efficient manner.
Before arrival in the U. S. A., the interviewer had attempted to contact numerous
public and private schools within the Portland, Oregon metropolitan area. For
assorted reasons, only2 private schools and a representative from the technology
department of a public-school district were able to fulfill the necessary time
constraints. The three principal areas of discussion were :
How portable computing devices are obtained ?
What are the financial resources for upkeep and maintenance ?
Who is responsible for lost, broken, or stolen equipment ?
Through the course of the interviews and discussions, other areas of interest
were alluded to but the primary points of analysis were centered on the three key
points. By way of oral interviews the necessary information was obtained and
recorded. Follow-up questions or clarifications on some key points was later
conveyed by way of e-mail exchanges. Each case study was then immediately
summarized from hand written notes. Due to little previous data having been
collected by scholars on this subject there were no prior examples to consult.
It was assumed from the beginning of the research that this would be a fact-
finding mission that could eventually lead to deeper and more thorough analysis. In
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the future it was hoped that the sampling could be increased to include a larger
cross-section of public and private schools throughout the United States. In the
U. S. A., each of the50states have different funding allocations for education based
on many key factors such as population, tax base and future educational goals.
This situation is not unique to the United States though and a more global emphasis
is a desired goal.
3．Review
There has been scant research conducted on how technological devices are
acquired by learning institutions. There are immense differences between schools,
school districts, cities, and even individual States in the U. S. A. Information for
other countries is even more challenging to come by. While many schools have
embraced portable computing devices for instructional practices, the move toward a
CALL（Computer Assisted Language Learning）environment for language learning
as well as other subjects can be daunting. MacDonald and Creanor（2010）mention
“there is no doubt that the use of online and mobile technologies offers students a
measure of freedom and flexibility.” All levels of education are now attempting to
incorporate them into their curriculums. Walker and White（2013）contend that
“the21st century is heavily reliant on technology.” This in turn is also leading to
broader terms of what is ‘teaching’ and ‘learning’. New terminology such as
‘global professors’ are now part of the norm. Thirunarayanan（2005）states that
“the global professor of the future will have to teach anytime that students need to
learn.” “Global professors will work in shifts, much like workers in the industrial
era used to, in order to meet the needs of global learners.” Facer（2011）, contends
“that our understanding of concepts such as ‘school’, ‘teacher’, and ‘curriculum’
may change as technology becomes more embedded in our personal lives and in
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society. With these differing teaching responsibilities and definitions will also come
the need for addition prowess of varying abilities.” Hampel and Stickler（2005）
have suggested an added set of skills by those teaching languages online for
example.
Computing devices offer an entirely different learning arena where ‘engagement’
is the key buzz word brought on by the availability of the ever-connected Internet.
Engagement of learners begins with an engaged instructor and reflective teacher
（Brookfield,1995）. Draves and Coates（2011） have declared that “even with
the incorporation of the Internet in instruction and education, the teacher becomes
more important to a student’s learning, not less important, in this century.”
Unfortunately, for the students … “the best teachers are leaving high-poverty
schools that need them most, because they can earn more money and respect in
other districts or even other occupations”（Collins and Halverson,2009）. This in
turn leads us back again to the need for funding for basic computing devices and
compensation for those instructors that utilize it.
4．Findings
The findings are summarized to also encompass other key outcomes that were
not cited in the original methodology. As the interviewer progressed through each
case study, items and situations that were unique to each instance came to light.
A major common factor between all three case studies is that each institution
strived for a 1:1 learning environment between learner and computing device.
One computer for each learner can be a very costly ambition as many schools have
found out. As is most often the case when funding is lacking3 to4 students may
have to share one computer. This is an inefficient way of instruction but in some
instances, it cannot be helped. Thusly, emphasis on student centered learning was
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repeatedly mentioned in all three of the case studies. Also, another important factor
mentioned was computer storage（memory）for the vast amounts of data along with
the required security of such information. Virus protection, spamming, the size
and experience of the supporting tech crews was elaborated on as they were also
extremely relevant to the overall research. The three case studies each established
assurance in these topics by varying procedures depending on financial resources,
economics of scale, and the overall size of the student body.
5．Case Study #1
This private co-educational senior high school had a combination of I-pads
and Dell portable computing devices. The school itself funded all their resources
though donations and tuition. In addition, Dell computing company offered
discounts and other options on the use of their products for educational purposes.
Subsequently, a Dell sales representative happened to be an alumnus of the school,
thusly working quite positively in the school’s favor. The main storage facility
was through cloud computing services, which again the school financed through
their own private funding.
The administrative and instructional faculty included numbers of full-time as
well as part-time teachers that tutored a student body of893 high school students.
Each student did not have their own tablet computer per say but were instructor
assigned one depending on the course and teacher preference. This allowed
instructors to use computers if they so desired or not. It was made clear that
although computing devices were more than readily available no instructor was
forced to use them.
For ease of use between classrooms computer carts had been purchased so
that they could be wheeled from room to room as needed. Each cart then had
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enough tablets in either I-pad or Dell format to equip each student with a device
during that particular learning cycle. When class was concluded, the pupils would
then return the devices to the cart. The cart would then stay in the room or be
wheeled to another instructional area. The principal commented that instructors
seemed satisfied with this type of arrangement. It was also remarked that many
instructors had varying levels of usage with the portable devices depending on
subject matter. Some instructors did not like them and had chosen to forgo
their integration into lessons. Science teachers in particular were stated as not
particularly enthralled with their capabilities.
At the time of the interview, it was stated by the administrative staff that they
currently had11carts that had cost roughly $100，000a piece. It was also reported
that more of the mobile learning centers were in the process of being procured.
Again, the devices themselves were generally being used in all forms of class and
subject work but it was at each instructor’s discretion to do so.
Furthermore, there were ‘port stations’（library, science rooms, common areas,
etc.）located throughout the school for easy student access whenever they were
needed. These were also put into place for easy access by any economically
disadvantaged students who did not have one readily available at home. It was
estimated that the number of these students was very low but to allow educational
fairness these extra access stations were made conveniently available to all students.
Students could use these port stations before or after school, occasionally on
weekends or around final times when there was a peak demand by learners.
Technological support at this private school was handled by a single individual.
In times of crisis such as the Wi-Fi going down or other challenges the solitary tech
person was in high demand. The principal remarked that they were not entirely
pleased with this situation. The school was considering expanding their tech team,
but this would of course involve an additional salary which would have to be
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reviewed by the budget committee. A central application in usage by a majority of
instructors was that of ‘Canvas’ ; while any other applications or software was at the
discretion of each department and/or instructors. The principal spoke very highly of
this particular software and thus it has been mentioned in this research.
Finally, broken or mishandled equipment was dealt with on a case by case
situation. It was remarked that there was only a slight problem with faulty
equipment. The I-pads and Dell devices were found to be quite strong and durable
for the amount of usage they got. Accidents which did happen such as dropping
the devices on the floor were usually easily rectified. The computer supplier
（Apple/Dell）most often agreeing to replace the devices at little or no cost.
Although generous replacement policies were in place students were still reminded to
‘handle with care’. Lastly, the computing devices were not taken off of school
grounds and the school bore overall responsibility.
6．Case Study #2
The second case study was also at a co-educational private senior high school.
The economic background of students at this facility was much higher than that of
case study #1. This school was in their4th year of utilizing portable computing
devices. I-Pads were the only tool of instruction when such devices were used.
The school was more selective in their acceptance of student body. The student
body numbers along with those of the faculty was also lower that of the first school
（roughly1/3）. This factor though, had no bearing on the overall research results.
What did have an influence though was the fact that the students did come from
more affluent families. Those enrolled at this particular school had higher academic
standing and most often had experience with computing devices since their parents
already owned such devices. These students therefore had computing experience in
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some form from an early age and computers were an active part of their lives most
often through their primary and junior high years.
A primary difference at this school was compared to the other private school in
case study #1was that they required all students to purchase their own I-Pad device
before enrollment into the institution. It did not have to be the latest and most
expensive device, but they were required to have one in their possession. Some
students did in fact have I-Pad mini’s and all types in between but it needed to be
instructor approved and able to run the required applications.
The principal stated that in this case the advantage of individual family
purchase was that learners had the devices readily available24/7. This allowed for
learner autonomy and group work on a continuous basis if so desired. It was also
pointed out that in times of inclement weather（snow and ice）when school was
abruptly cancelled or delayed in opening, instructors could easily relay to student’s
needed information or additional homework. “Snow days did not become no
（learning）days” as the principal stressed. A free flow of information was a
constant and both lecturers and learners agreed that it was definitely a positive
advantage of such devices.
Also, since students retained their own devices the monetary responsibility
toward the school was very minimal. If a device was lost, broken, or stolen, it
was the student’s family that bore the burden. The school was not without some
financial responsibility though and was aware of each family’s income status since
overall school tuition was allotted on a sliding scale. In instances of a lower
income student appropriate measures were provided by the school to see that each
student had a device.
It was also remarked that specific applications were installed on each device
to ensure fairness and continuity when completing and turning in assignments
based on subject matter. There were some slight glitches from time to time with
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‘air drop’ problems, occasional word processing errors, and connectivity outages.
Also, a key factor in most media players was that of ‘Flash Player’ a key application
for videos, which does not work on I-Pads. In that case, an alternative video
player was found, or the video may be deemed unnecessary for instructional
purposes.
There was also the requirement to educate the family（parents or guardian）on
available school information and other resources. This was usually accomplished
through simple e-mails or through the course of a instructional PTA（Parent Teacher
Association）meeting at the school. Again, as earlier mentioned, there were funds
and resources for low-income families but basically all these students came from
higher income residences. This was a minor hindrance, but the principal felt it was
worth mentioning repeatedly throughout the interview.
The difficulty for the teaching staff was that this school was only one of a few
in the United States that had such an updated computer and learning system centered
around the I-Pad. It was remarked that a new teacher coming into the school
unfamiliar with all the I-Pad functions usually required to2－3academic years to get
fully up to speed. Once there though the advantages for such a system became
quickly evident to even the most novice instructors.
In concluding the interview, the principal proudly emphasized how the role
of student and teacher was evolving from traditional approaches toward the teacher
as facilitator in co-learning technologically supported instruction. Students were
learning authentic material such as virtual museums, creating their own inventions,
and at the same time building and learning from each other. All of this was being
accomplished on a continuous basis inside and outside of the traditional classroom
format. The principal in closing mentioned five key points of the I-Pad intertwined
educational system in usage at their learning facility :
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① I-Pads allow interaction between teacher and student on down days（bad
weather）. No time is wasted.
② Technology is a tool, but it can never replace the teacher.
③ There is instantaneous feedback from teacher to student and student to
teacher.
④ It is possible to flip the whole educational process.
⑤ The role of the teacher/instructor is ultimately changing.
Case study #2 demonstrated a unique situation that is taking full advantage of
available technology matched with appropriate learning devices. Although the
technology is readily available few schools it seems have been able to fully obtain a
balance of computer devices and the applications that can accent their usefulness in
the learning environment. Cost of course is a major restriction toward expansion to
a larger number of schools.
7．Case Study #3
The final case study was quite different from the first two in that it was in the
public sector and that it also encompassed an entire school district which evidently
meant that the overall costs were astronomical. It covered many elementary, junior
high, and senior high students and instructors. Initial funding came from the
passage of a tax levy during the2014/2015 school year and was approved by the
local voters. Thusly, it had the backing of residents of the surrounding school
areas. A lease agreement was established between Apple Computers and the school
district to accommodate all the students and faculty necessary.
The project to implement I-Pads into student hands began originally at the
junior high level. It then progressed to the senior high and then finally down to the
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lower primary school grades. There are4 senior high schools that are currently
integrated into the system. The I-Pads were introduced to all5th graders of the
district in2016. Beginning in September of2017, it was expanded to include all
3rd and4th graders at the primary school level. At the time the interview and
research was conducted the total number of I-Pads in the hands of students
numbered around18，000.
Since there are such a large number of devices in the trust of students it was
pointed out that a primary feature that is continuously utilized is that of location
software. The tech team is able to locate any I-Pad anywhere at any time if need
be. They are also able to lock any device should it be deemed necessary. Each
student I-Pad has also been enabled to be a one user device. This was especially
important to establish since in the initial phases with the senior high school students,
some learners fended that their devices had been lost or stolen. The enterprising
students then took those same devices and went on E-bay where they attempted to
sell them for some quick pocket cash. Their plans were thwarted but a valuable
lesson was learned as to the safeguarding of the devices. Since that time and
because students understand what they can and cannot do, the attempted outside
marketing of I-Pads has relatively ceased. Newer versions of I-Pads allow for
simplified updating and refreshing so this also cancels out swapping or selling the
devices.
In the case of an actual breakage which can occur with so many devices in use,
it was stated that it is usually negotiated between the family and the school district.
Again, similar to the two private high schools, the background of family financial
resources is taken into consideration. As this is a public-school district the
percentage of single parent and/or low income families can vary widely from area to
area. The district usually supplies free replacements if there are any technical
problems, but again it is on a case by case assessment.
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In case number three, teacher education is obviously a huge issue. Many
teachers, especially at the lower levels（primary school）have the devices but are
not sure what to do with them. Courses and teacher in-service days are constantly
being scheduled. To assist instructors, the Vancouver school district has made their
own catalogue of self-apps, all made and designed by various teachers and for
different grade levels. Teachers are not required but encouraged to implement I-
Pads in learning scenarios where ever useful.
Another major issue remarked upon is that of security. This is accomplished
through the use of firewalls and assorted procedures. Spam and virus or hack
attempts are a constant worry but during the interview it was stated that there have
been no serious issues. Vigilance is the key, as was pointed out. A tech team for
such a huge undertaking is obviously required and it was reported that there were
dozens of individuals to assist with problems most being former classroom teachers
themselves.
Since funding all depends on tax levies, naturally during the closing minutes
the subject turned to what happens when the levy concludes（supposedly five years）.
The individual being interviewed seemed assured that there would either be a new
levy or alternative funding would be found to keep the project going. The progress
that had been made seemed astounding. It was quite evident that not every school
district in the United States or elsewhere could fund and maintain such a huge
operation for an extended time. Neighboring and surrounding school districts in
Oregon and Washington states did not have the same luxury. In all other instances
the more traditional teaching methods such as chalk and board are still being
utilized.
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8．Issues
It is evident from the findings through oral interviews and additional research
that schools are coming up with innovative methods to acquire the latest technology
for educational purposes. Sadly though, what has also become apparent is the
disparity between rich and poor, private and public schools. Case study #1& #2
reflected a definite advantage in attending a private senior high school versus a
public one. The families are largely more affluent and have the resources to equip
their children with the latest technological devices. Two-thirds of adults living in
high-earning households have high-speed web access at home, a Smartphone, a
desktop or laptop computer, and a tablet, compared with17％ of those living in
low-income households（Nicolaci de Costa,2017）. Bridging the disparity most
scholars and economists agree would have a tremendously positive impact on
society. According to a study by the Center for American Progress, if the United
States were able to close the educational achievement gaps between native-born
white children and black and Hispanic children, the U. S. economy would be5．8
percent－or nearly $2．3trillion－larger in2050.
Additionally, important is not only the technological tool but how the tool is
used. Instruction using computers offers lecturers and learners a broad spectrum of
resources that can easily be backed up by videos and other media forms.
Depending on the subject and topic matter, expansion by way of the Internet is
unparalleled. The Web’s multi-media environment allows teachers to focus on
authentic texts in wondrous ways（Blake,2013）. Unfortunately, not everyone is a
tech savvy teacher with vast amounts of experience to integrate this new-found
knowledge. A wrench alone will not fix a car, likewise a hammer and saw
singularly do not build a house. Education takes a variety of forms. A computer
in the hands of a learner without sufficient training by the instructor is nothing more
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than an expensive tool or teaching toy at best. On the one hand it should also be
abundantly clear by now that not all technology satisfies all the goals in the ideal
classroom pedagogy, digitally enhanced or otherwise（Blake,2013）.
Interesting though is that most teachers implement tools in the classroom that
they themselves may be utilizing outside the learning sphere. Twitter and Facebook
being two examples of social media that was originally designed for interaction
between individuals. Now these two online communication tools are becoming a
standard part of many educational programs. Language teachers frequently
incorporate in the curriculum only those technologies that they use outside the school
environment in their own personal lives, despite whatever pre-service and in-service
training they received on CALL（Computer Assisted Language Learning）（Egbert,
Paulua, & Nakamichi,2002）.
In this context, training new professional and retaining seasoned educators in
order to enter the brave new digital classroom is the responsibility of the field
as a whole ; but it begins with each teacher’s desire to participate in the process
of changing how they and students view the world（Blake,2013）.
Teacher education similar to student learning is a continuous and evolving process
that has no simple solution. Albeit the expanding nature of technology, it is no
wonder that educators seem to be on an endless path of catch-up to gain the latest
insights and information.
9．Limitations
As quite evident from the three case studies, the cost factor is a huge determent
to the acquisition and equal distribution of portable computing devices. Even
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though the cost of computers and network connections have declined considerably in
recent years, cost is still a serious barrier to these technologies becoming central to
schooling（Collins and Halverson,2009）. The barriers of inadequate teacher
training and the excessive costs are problematic－significantly inhibiting the use of
technology in classroom setting－but not insurmountable（Hasselbring & Glaser,
2000）. Government and educators on the highest levels need to make funding
decisions that affect millions of current and future learners.
The fairness and equality of computing devices along with their accessibility to
steady download and upload speeds is also an area of prodigious diversity. Despite
prevailing claims of democratization and empowerment, it seems that many forms of
technology-based education are not of equal benefit to all people（Selwyn,2017）.
Many times, the manufacturers and suppliers of the computing devices themselves
are the ones that have the most to gain with this multifariousness in the education
industry. While these builders of technology do tend to offer discounts for
educators or supply large numbers of computing devices to lower striving school
districts, in the end it is their own high profits and stockholder dividends that have
been boosted from high technology.
10．Recommendations
Funding of school necessities has become extremely critical in many schools.
Basic supplies such as pencils and paper for some students are difficult to acquire
except by way of inordinate means. State funding at the local level can be hit and
miss between competing school districts. Frequently these days teachers will dig
into their own personal funds to meet the needed requirements for each individual
learner. Added to this term ‘basic needs’ are now technological devices that are
streamlining education through connection to the Internet. Due to the cost of these
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high-tech learning tools it is not something that an instructor can readily supply to
their students compared to notebooks and paper for example.
In the United States, a critical point is being reached with regards to necessary
teaching implements. Computers and printers have become the new chalk and
blackboards for instructors. Tablets and Smartphone’s are the latest ways to learn
to read, and write（texting）for students at even the earliest of ages. Technology
spending in schools varies widely across the country, as some districts reap the
benefits of grants and parental donations, while other tap local, state, and federal
funding（Pandolfo,2012）. To obtain the necessary technology tools to assist
learners in the most proficient ways most often requires a combination of various
resources. While private schools often have influential donors to tap into, public
schools do not have this luxury in many instances. Funding methods such as
bonds, fundraising events, government grants and equipment donations are the most
likely resources. Spending on high-tech items in schools reached $13 billion
worldwide in2013, according to one report, with the U. S. spending more than $4
billion that year on mobile devices alone. Globally, education technology spending
will reach $19billion by2019（Kajeet,2017）.
11．Conclusion
The cost of equipping today’s students for tomorrow’s world is not cheap.
Obtaining such devices can be a daunting task for today’s school administrators. In
addition to the high cost of purchasing machines are the high cost of maintenance
and software（Collins & Halverson,2009）. Increasing the number of educational
devices will lead to new opportunities for understanding and mastery（The White
House,2013）. There is a huge benefit to enabling today’s students to be tech
savvy for subsequent times. Technology is both beneficial and necessary in
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preparing students for the future（Chung,2002）. Students believe that they can
produce better work and attempt more difficult activities with the assistance of
technology and their parents agree（Passey, et al,2004）.
It is enviable that students will have socioeconomic differences. However, if
all students have access to computers during the school day, some of the
differences can be avoided, especially when it comes to owning and being able
to access an electronic device（Obama,2013）.
The case studies while only numbering three, showed vast differences in how
computing devices were acquired and maintained. Each situation regardless of
funding was able to meet their needs in the best way possible. It is obvious that if
a school falls under the category of public or private that there is a weakness toward
those that are in the public spectrum. Private schools in general have alternative
funding that public schools usually don’t have access to. Occasionally, public
schools may be able to secure a steady flow of cash but it may only be for a short
time or come with constraints. Private schools also have an advantage in that their
student body comes from a higher level of income. Families that are willing to
spend some extra monies to ensure a quality education for their offspring. As
technology becomes more and more entwined with standard educational practices the
gap between public and private institutions will most likely widen even more.
There seems to be no clear answer as to how technology and use of computing
devices can be fairly distributed amongst all the schools. The summary of this
research only confirmed what has been compounding since the first electronic
devices such as tape players and video machines were introduced into learning
institutions ; without an equal distribution of funds some schools will only get richer
while others will steadily become poorer. The students are the ones that ultimately
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suffer.
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